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A quasilinear elliptic equation with mixed nonlinear boundary conditions is
considered, where the admissible coefficients are given in a certain interval. We
are looking for maximal values of the solution with respect to the set of admissible
coefficients. The existence of a maximal solution is proven both in the continuous
and in a discretized formulation. Some convergence analysis is also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
w xThis paper is a continuation of a recent paper 3 , where Galerkin
approximations of a quasilinear elliptic problem have been studied. In
contrast with that paper, we emphasize now the fact that the coefficients
can be determined only within some intervals, which correspond to the
lower and upper bounds of measured heat conductivities.
Since we are interested in the maximum values of the solution tempera-
.ture , the formulation of the problem leads to a maximization of a certain
functional over an admissible set of matrices of coefficients.
Section 1 is devoted to the formulation of the maximization problem and
to the proof of its solvability. Approximate problems are introduced in
Section 2 and we prove the existence of a solution to them. In Section 3 we
establish a theorem on the convergence of a subsequence of approximate
solutions to a solution of the continuous maximization problem.
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Throughout the paper we keep the definitions and notation of the paper
w x3 mentioned above. The boundary value problem under consideration is
ydiv A u grad u s f x , u in V , 1.1 .  .  . .
u s u on G , 1.2 .1
nTA u grad u q a s, u u s g s, u on G , 1.3 .  .  .  .2
d  4where V ; R , d g 2, 3 , is a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary,
G and G are relatively open in the boundary ­ V, G j G s ­ V,1 2 1 2
T .  .meas G l G s B, n s n , . . . , n is the outward unit normal tody1 1 2 1 d
 .  .­ V; A u is a diagonal d = d matrix, the diagonal entries of which are
 . ia u , i s 1, . . . , d, independent of x g V, and a g U , wherei i ad
U i s a g U 0 C : Ai t F a t F Ai t ; t g R1 , .  .  .  . 4ad ad L min m a x
U 0 C s a g C 0. , 1 R1 i.e., Lipschitz functions : .  .  .ad L
< < 1 w xdardt F C a.e. in R , a t s const. for t f T , T , . 4L 0 1
i i 0  .A , A g U are given functions bounds of measurements ,min m a x ad
0 0 1U s a g U C : 0 - a F a t F C - q` ; t g R , .  . 4ad ad L 0 1
C , a , C , T , T are given constants, y` - T - T - q`, C ) 0,L 0 1 0 1 0 1 L
a - C .0 1
 .TIn what follows, we identify the matrices A with vectors a , . . . , a g1 d
U , wheread
U s U 1 = ??? = U d .ad ad ad
We assume that f , g, a are bounded measurable functions, i.e., there
exists a constant C ) 0 such that
< < < <ess sup f x , j F C , ess sup g s, j F C , 1.4 .  .  .
x , j s , j
< <ess sup a s, j F C , .
s, j
where x g V, j g R1, s g G . Moreover, assume that positive constants2
C , C , C exist such thatL f L g La
f x , ? g U 0 C , g s, ? g U 0 C , a s, ? g U 0 C 1.5 .  .  .  .  . .  .ad L f ad L g ad La
holds for almost all x g V and s g G , respectively; let2
a s, j G 0 1.6 .  .
1 1 .for almost all s g G and all j g R . Finally, let a u g W V be given.2 2
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For simplicity, the eventual dependence of a , f , g on x or s will usually
not be explicitly indicated in what follows. We define
 :a y ; w , ¨ s A y grad w , grad ¨ q a y w , ¨ , .  .  . . 0, G0, VA 2
 :F y ; ¨ s f y , ¨ q g y , ¨ .  .  . . 0, G0, V 2
1 .  .  :for y, w, ¨ g W V , where ?,? and ? ,? stands for the usual0, G2 0, V 2
2 . 2 .scalar product in L V and in L G , respectively.2
1 . 2 .Let W V be the Sobolev space of functions from L V , whose2
2 .generalized first derivatives belong to L V . Let us set
V s ¨ g W 1 V : ¨ s 0 on G . 42 1
and assume that
`V s V l C V , 1.7 .  .
5 5 1 .where the closure is taken in the standard ? -norm of the space W V .1 2
w xThis density is proved for d s 2 in 1, p. 618 and there are also quite
 .general sufficient conditions upon G to preserve 1.7 valid when d s 3.1
1 .A function u g W V is said to be a weak solution of the problem2
 .  .1.1 ] 1.3 if u y u g V and
a u; u , ¨ s F u; ¨ ;¨ g V . 1.8 .  .  .A
To guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for any
0 dw xA g U , where U s U , we assume that the functionsad ad ad
¨ g R1 ¬ yf x , ¨ g R1 , 1.9 .  .
1  .  . 1¨ g R ¬ a s, ¨ ¨ y g s, ¨ g R are nondecreasing for a.a. x g V, and
 .for a.a. s g G , respectively in particular, they can be independent of ¨2
and at least one of the following two cases takes place:
 .i the set G is nonempty;1
 .ii there exists a constant a ) 0 and a nonempty relatively open0
subset G ; G such that3 2
a s, j G a ;j g R1 and for a.a. s g G ; 1.10 .  .0 3
there exists a positive constant C and a nonempty relatively open subset
G ; G such that4 2
¨ y ¨ F C a s, ¨ ¨ y g s, ¨ y a s, ¨ ¨ q g s, ¨ 1.11 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
for almost all s g G and ¨ , ¨ g R1, ¨ ) ¨ .4 1 2 1 2
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PROPOSITION 1.1. For any A g U there exists a unique weak solutionad
 .  .  .u A of the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 .
wProof. This follows from 3, Theorem 2.10, Remark 2.8, and Theorem
x3.2 . In fact, the assumptions of these theorems are fulfilled by the
 .  .  .  .definition of U and by 1.4 ] 1.7 , 1.9 ] 1.11 .ad
 w x.In heat conduction problems see 3, Sect. 4 we are interested in the
maximal values of the temperature and usually we can guess several
places, where the maximum can be attained.
Therefore we define the functionals
y1
c u s meas G u d x , j s 1, . . . , d ; 1.12 .  . . Hj d j
Gj
y1
c u s meas G u d s, j s d q 1, . . . , N , 1.13 .  . . Hj dy1 j
Gj
where the G are given subsets, G ; V for 1 F j F d , G ; ­ V forj j j
d q 1 F j F N.
We will study the following Maximization Problem: find
0A s arg max max c u A , 1.14 .  . .j
js1, . . . , NAgUad
 .  .  .where u A is the weak solution of the state problem 1.1 ] 1.3 .
LEMMA 1.1. There exist positi¨ e constants C , C such that0
5 5 2C ¨ F a y ; ¨ , ¨ 1.15 .  .10 A
< < 5 5 5 5a y ; w , ¨ F C w ¨ 1.16 .  .1 1A
< < 5 5F y ; ¨ F C ¨ 1.17 .  .1
1 1 .  .holds for all y g W V , w g W V , ¨ g V, A g U .2 2 ad
 . w x  .Proof. Inequality 1.15 is based on 3, Lemma 2.5 , 1.10 , and on the
 .uniform positive definiteness of all A g U . The estimates 1.16 andad
 .  .1.17 follow from 1.4 and the uniform boundedness of all A g U .ad
1 dw  .xLEMMA 1.2. The sets U and U are compact in C R .ad ad
Proof. Let us consider the set of restrictions
Ã i i  4U s a s a N , a g U , i g 1, . . . , d .Ã 4ad wT , T x ad0 1
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Ã iw xUsing the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem 5 , we find that U is compact inÂ ad
w x. iC T ,T . Since any a g U is an extension of a by constants, theÃ0 1 ad
i  1.compactness of U in C R follows immediately. As a consequence, Uad ad
1 dw  .xis compact in C R . The same argument can be applied to U .ad
w  1.xdPROPOSITION 1.2. Let A g U , A ª A in C R , as n ª `. Thenn ad n
 .  .  . 1 .A g U and u A © u A weakly in W V .ad n 2
 . nProof. For brevity, let us denote u [ u A , a s the entries ofn n i
 .  .A , a ?,?,? s a ?,?,? . Lemma 1.2 implies that A g U . From Lemman n A adn
1.1 and the definition of u , we deriven
25 5C u y u 10 n
F a u ; u y u , u y u s F u ; u y u y a u ; u , u y u .  . .n n n n n n n n n
5 5 5 5F C 1 q u u y u . .1 1n
As a consequence,
5 5u F C ;n 1.18 .1n
 4 1 .and there exist a subsequence u and a function u g W V such thatm 2
u © u weakly in W 1 V . 1.19 .  .  .m 2
 .Let us show that u s u A . First, the affine set u q V is weakly closed in
1 .W V , so that u g u q V. Second, let us consider an arbitrary ¨ g V l2
` .C V . By definition, we have
a u ; u , ¨ s F u ; ¨ . 1.20 .  .  .m m m m
Let us pass to the limit with m ª `. We may write
A u grad u , grad ¨ s A u grad ¨ , grad u .  . .  .m m m m m m0, V 0, V
and
5 5 2A u grad ¨ y A u grad ¨ .  . 0m m
d
2 2m.s a u y a u ­ ¨ d x .  .  . .H i m i i
V is1
d
2 2 22 m.5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 C u y u q C a y a ¨ ª 0, 0 0, ` , R 1, ` , V /L m i i
is1
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 . w xdue to 1.19 , the Rellich Theorem 4 , and the convergence of A inm
w  1.xd  . w 2 .xdC R . Since grad u © grad u weakly in L V , we obtainm
lim A u grad u , grad ¨ s A u grad ¨ , grad u .  . . . 0, Vm m m 0, V
mª`
s A u grad u , grad ¨ . 1.21 .  . . 0, V
Next, we have
 :  :lim a u u , ¨ s a u u , ¨ . 1.22 .  .  .0, G 0, Gm m 2 2
mª`
Indeed, we may write
 :a u u , ¨ . 0, Gm m 2
 :s a u ¨ , u , . 0, Gm m 2
5 5 2a u ¨ y a u ¨ .  . 0, Gm 2
< < 2 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2s a u y a u ¨ d s F C ¨ u y u ª 0 .  .H 0, ` , G 0, Gm La m2 2
G2
 .  . 1 .by virtue of 1.5 , 1.19 , and the compact trace mapping of W V into2
2 .  w x.L G see 4 .2
Third, we have
lim F u ; ¨ s F u; ¨ . 1.23 .  .  .m
mª`
 .  . w xIn fact, this follows easily from 1.5 , 1.19 , the Rellich Theorem 4 , and
 .  .  .the compactness of the trace mapping. Using 1.21 , 1.22 , and 1.23 , we
 .obtain from 1.20 that
 :a u; u , ¨ s A u grad u , grad ¨ q a u , ¨ s F u; ¨ . .  .  .  . . 0, G0, VA 2
 .By the density assumption 1.7 and Lemma 1.1, the same equation can be
 .deduced for any ¨ g V. Hence u s u A follows and since the weak
 4solution is unique by Proposition 1.1, the whole sequence u tends ton
 . 1 .u A weakly in W V .2
THEOREM 1.1. There exists at least one solution of the Maximization
 .Problem 1.14 .
 4Proof. Let A , A g U , be a maximizing sequence for the func-n n ad
tional
J A s max c u A , .  . .j
js1, . . . , N
i.e.,
lim J A s sup J A . 1.24 .  .  .n
nª` AgUad
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w  1.xdSince U is compact in C R by Lemma 1.2, there exists a subse-ad
 4  4 0 0 w  1.xdquence A ; A and A g U , such that A ª A in C R . Bym n ad m
virtue of Proposition 1.2
u A © u A0 weakly in W 1 V . .  .  .  .m 2
We have
lim c u A s c u A0 , j s 1, . . . , N , .  . .  .j m j
mª`
as follows from the weak convergence. Moreover, we have
lim J A s lim max c u A s max lim c u A .  .  . .  .m j m j m
mª` mª` mª`1FjFN 1FjFN
s max c u A0 s J A0 . .  . .j
1FjFN
 .Using 1.24 , we arrive at
J A0 s sup J A , .  .
AgUad
0  .so that A is a solution of the problem 1.14 .
2. APPROXIMATE MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM
To define an approximate problem, we have to introduce approxima-
tions of the set U . Let M ) 1 be a fixed integer; we define ``nodalad
points''
t s T q k T y T rM , k s 0, 1, . . . , M 2.1 .  .k 0 1 0
and the sets
i M M 0 M <U s a g U C : a g P t , t , 0 F k F M y 1, 2.2 .  .  .  t , t q1.ad i ad L i 1 k kq1k k
Ai t F aM t F Ai t , k s 0, 1, . . . , M , i s 1, . . . , d 2.3 .  .  .  .4min k i k m a x k
 M 0  .i.e., a are piecewise linear functions from U C , satisfying the loweri ad L
.and upper bounds only in the nodal points . Let us introduce the set
U M s U 1 M = ??? = U d M . 2.4 .ad ad ad
M M M  .In general, we have U ; U , but U ­ U since a t need not be inad ad ad ad i
w i  . i  .x  .the interval A t , A t for some t g t , t .min max k kq1
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LEMMA 2.1. The set U M is compact in R dMq1..ad
Proof. Every aM g U i M can be identified with the vector of its nodali ad
M  .values a t , k s 0, 1, . . . , M. It is readily seen that a bounded and closedi k
set A i ; R Mq 1 corresponds to U i M. As a consequence, the set A s A1ad
= ??? = A d is compact in R dMq1..
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V ; V l C V be a nonempty finite-dimensionalh
subspace. Then for any AM g U M there exists a Galerkin approximationad
 M .u A such thath
Mu A y u g V , 2.5 .  .h h
a M u AM ; u AM , ¨ s F u AM ; ¨ ;¨ g V . 2.6 .  .  .  . .  .A h h h h h h h
M w  .xProof. Since U ; U , the proof follows from 3, Theorem 2.6 i andad ad
Lemma 1.1.
Let us assume that V is a standard finite element space on a partitionh
T of the domain V. In the following, we consider a regular family ofh
 4 w  .  .xpartitions T , h ª 0 q . Then the assumptions 3, 2.25 , 2.26 areh
fulfilled. In addition to that, let the boundaries ­ G , j s 1, . . . , N, bej
consistent with the partitions T .h
w  .xAs follows from 3, Theorem 2.6 ii , there exists a unique Galerkin
approximation, provided h is sufficiently great and the family of partitions
is strongly regular. The uniqueness can be proved also for sufficiently
``small'' Galerkin approximations and any subspace V }see the Appendix.h
In general, however, we have to consider the nonuniqueness of Galerkin
approximations. To this end we introduce the following Approximate
Maximization Problem: given a fixed integer M ) 1 and a subspace V ; V,h
find
M OA h s arg max max max c u , 2.7 .  .  .j h
M js1, . . . , NM M  .u gK Ah hA gUad
 M .where K A denotes the set of Galerkin approximations.h
LEMMA 2.2. For each A g U M there exists a ``maximal'' Galerkin approx-ad
imation, defined as
u A s arg max max c u . .  .Ãh j h
js1, . . . , N .u gK Ah h
 .Proof. We can prove that the set K A is compact by an argumenth
analogous to that of Proposition 1.2. The existence of a maximizing
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element then follows from the continuity of the function
F u s max c u .  .j
js1, . . . , N
 .cf. the proof of Theorem 1.1 .
M  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that if A ª A, A g U , and u A ª u AÃk k ad h k h
as k ª `, then
u A s u A . 2.8 .  .  .Ãh h
M O .Then there exists at least one solution A h of the Approximate Maxi-
 .mization Problem 2.7 .
 4Proof. Using Lemma 2.4, we consider a sequence A , such thatn
A g U M andn ad
lim F u A s sup f u A . 2.9 .  .  . .  .Ã Ãh n h
nª` MAgUad
Since U M is compact in R dMq1. by Lemma 2.1, there exist a subsequencead
 4 0 M 0A and A g U , such that A ª A .m ad m
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.2, we find another subsequence
 4  4A ; A such thatk m
u A ª u A0 , as k ª `. .  .Ãh k h
 .By the assumption 2.8 , we obtain
u A0 s u A0 . .  .Ãh h
 .From the continuity of the function F and 2.9 it follows that
lim F u A s F u A0 s sup F u A , .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã .h k h h
kª` MAgUad
0 M O .  .so that A ' A h is a solution of the problem 2.7 .
3. SOME CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
M O .In this section we study the behaviour of the solutions A h and
 M O ..u A h , when M ª ` and the mesh-size h tends to zero, consideringh
a regular family of partitions of the domain V. To this end we shall need
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the following
1 1 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u g W V , V ; V l W V , where q s d qq h q
w  .  .x« , « ) 0 and let the assumptions 3, 2.25 , 2.26 hold.
  .4Let A g U be fixed and let u A , h ª 0 q , be a sequence of Galerkinad h
approximations. Then
5 5u A y u A ª 0 as h ª 0 q , .  . 1h
 .  .  .  .where u A is the unique weak solution of the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 .
w xProof. This is a consequence of 3, Theorem 2.9, Theorem 3.2 and
Proposition 1.1.
 M 4LEMMA 3.1. For any A g U there exists a sequence A , M ª `,ad
M M M w  1.xdsuch that A g U and A ª A in C R .ad
i  4Proof. Consider a g U , i g 1, . . . , d , and denote by I a the La-i ad M i
 4grange linear interpolate of a on the partition t , k s 0, 1, . . . , M. Theni k
it is easy to deduce that
1
5 5a y I a F C T y T rM ; .0, `i M i L 1 02
I a g U i M follows immediately. Setting aM s I a , 1 F i F d, we obtainM i ad i M i
 M 4a sequence A , which satisfies the required conditions.
M M M w  1.xdLEMMA 3.2. If A g U , A ª A in C R as M ª `, then A g U .ad ad
1 d Mw  .xProof. By Lemma 1.2 the set U is compact in C R . Since U ; Uad ad ad
for all M, A g U follows. It remains to verify that the entries a of thead i
matrix A satisfy the condition
Ai t F a t F Ai t ; t g R1. 3.1 .  .  .  .min i m a x
w xLet us prove the lower bound, using the idea of Glowinski 2, p. 33 .
` ..Consider an arbitrary w g C T , T , w G 0. We introduce the piecewise0 0 1
constant approximations
My1
w s w G X , .M k k
ks0
where G is the centre and X the characteristic function of the subinter-k k
 .val t , t . Obviously, we havek kq1
w ª w in L` T , T , as M ª `. . .M 0 1
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We introduce the linear Lagrange interpolate I Ai over the partitionM min
 4t , k s 0, 1, . . . , M. Sincek
I Ai ª Ai in L` T , T , as M ª `, . .M min min 0 1
we have
T T1 1M i ilim a y I A w d t s a y A w d t . 3.2 . .  .H Hi M min M i min
Mª` T T0 0
On the other hand,
My1
T t1 kq1M i M ia y I A w d t s w G a y I A d t G 0 . .  .H Hi M min M k i M min
T t0 kks0
3.3 .
M  .  .follows by definition of w and a . Combining 3.2 and 3.3 , we obtaini
T1 ia y A w d t G 0, .H i m in
T0
so that
a t G Ai t ; t g T , T .  .  .i min 0 1
follows. By continuity, the same inequality holds for t F T and t G T .0 1
 .The upper bound in 3.1 can be proved in an analogous way.
1 1 .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that u g W V , V ; V l W V , q s d qq h q
w  .  .x« , « ) 0, and 3, 2.25 , 2.26 hold.
 M 4 M M MLet A , M ª `, be a sequence of A g U , such that A ª A inad
w  1.xdC R .
 Mn4  M 4  .Then there exists a subsequence A ; A and a function m: 0, q`
 .  .ª 0, q` such that lim m h s q` as h ª 0 q and
5 Mn 5u A y u A ª 0, as h ª 0 q and M G m h . 3.4 .  .  .  .Ã 1h n
M w  1.xdProof. Let us consider a fixed V , A ª A in C R as M ª `,h
AM g U M. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 and using Lemmaad
 Mn4  Mn.2.4, we can find a subsequence A and Galerkin approximations u AÃh
such that
u AMn ª u A , as M ª `. 3.5 .  .  .Ãh h n
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Next, let us pass to the limit with h ª 0 q . By virtue of Proposition 3.1,
we have
5 5u A y u A ª 0, as h ª 0 q . 3.6 .  .  .1h
 .  .Combining 3.5 and 3.6 , we arrive at
5 Mn 5 5 Mn 5 5 5u A y u A F u A y u A q u A y u A , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã1 1 1h h h h
 .so that 3.4 follows.
1 1 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that u g W V , V ; V l W V , where q s dq h q
w  .  .x  .q « , « ) 0, 3, 2.25 , 2.26 and 2.8 hold.
 M O .4  .Let A h , M ª `, h ª 0 q , M G m h be a sequence of solutions
 .of the Approximate Maximization Problem 2.7 .
 MnO .4  M O .4Then there exists a subsequence A h ; A h , such thatn
dM O 0 1nA h ª A in C R , .  .n
u AMnO h ª u A0 in W 1 V , 3.7 .  .  .  .Ã  .h n 2
max max c u ª max c u A0 3.8 .  .  . .j h jnM On js1, . . . , N js1, . . . , N  ..u gK A hh h nn n
as M ª ` and h ª 0 q , where A0 is a solution of the Maximizationn
 .Problem 1.14 .
Proof. Let A g U be arbitrary. Using Lemma 3.1, we may find aad
 M 4 M M M w  1.xdsequence A such that A g U , A ª A in C R , as M ª `.ad
Denoting again
F u s max c u , .  .j
js1, . . . , N
 .the definition 2.7 and Lemma 2.2 yield that
F u AM O h G F u AM 3.9 .  .  .Ã Ã .  . .h h
1 .holds for all M and h. Since F is a continuous functional on W V , using2
 .Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 3.2 on both sides of 3.9 , we can find
 MnO .4  M O .4  Mn4  M 4subsequences A h ; A h , A ; A , such that by pass-n
 .  .ing to the limit with M ª `, h ª 0 q , we obtain 3.7 , 3.8 , andn n
F u A0 G F u A . .  . . .




 M .The Galerkin approximation u [ u A is unique in the followingh h
three cases:
 .i G s ­ V,1
5 5 y1 y2grad u - C C a y C C ; 4.1 . .0, `h F L 0 L f F
 .ii G / B, G / B,1 2
a y C Cy2 y C C 2 1 q Cy2 .0 L f F L g g F
5 5u - ; 4.2 .1, `h y1 2 y2C C q C C 1 q C .L F La g F
 .  .iii G s B, 1.10 holds, and1
C y C y C C 2w L f L g g
5 5u - ; 4.3 .1, `h 2C q C CL La g
here C and C are positive constants such thatF w
5 5 5 5C ¨ F grad ¨ ;¨ g V in cases i , ii , 4.4 .  .  .0 0F
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 1C ¨ F a grad ¨ q a ¨ ;¨ g W V in case iii , 4.5 .  .  .1 0 0, Gw 0 0 23
1 . 2 .and C is the norm of the trace operator g : W V ª L G .g 2 2
 .  . w xProof. For 4.4 and 4.5 , see 4, Chap. 1, Theorem 1.9 . Let u , w beh h
two Galerkin approximations. Set ¨ s u y w and drop the subscriptsh h h
h, AM in what follows. Using the definitions and the Lipschitz continuity of
the functions A, a , f , g, we may write
a w ; u y w , ¨ .
s a w ; u , ¨ y a w ; w , ¨ .  .
s a w ; u , ¨ y a u; u , ¨ q F u; ¨ y F w ; ¨ .  .  .  .
 :s A w y A u grad u , grad ¨ q a w y a u u , ¨ .  .  .  . .  . . 0, G0 2
 :q f u y f w , ¨ q g u y g w , ¨ .  .  .  . . 0, G0 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C grad u u y w grad ¨ q C u w y u ¨0, ` 0 0 0, ` 0, G 0, GL La 2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C u y w ¨ q C u y w ¨0 0 0, G 0, GL f L g 2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2F C grad u ¨ grad ¨ q C C u ¨0, ` 0 0 0, ` 1L La g
5 5 2 2 5 5 2q C ¨ q C C ¨ . 4.6 .0 1L f L g g
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 .  .  .Case i . Making use of 4.4 , the estimate 4.6 implies that
5 5 2 5 5 y1 5 5 2 y2 5 5 2a grad ¨ F C grad u C grad ¨ q C C grad ¨ .0 0, ` 0 00 L F L f F
5 5If grad ¨ ) 0,0
y2 y1 5 5a y C C C C F grad u . 0, `0 L f F L F
 .follows, which is a contradiction with 4.1 .
 .  .Case ii . First, we deduce from 4.4 that
5 5 2 y2 5 5 2¨ F 1 q C grad ¨ , .1 0F
 .so that 4.6 implies
5 5 2 5 5 y1 y2 5 5 y2 2a grad ¨ F grad u C C q C C q u 1 q C C C  .0 0, ` 0, `0 L F L f F F La g
2 y2 5 5 2qC C 1 q C grad ¨ .4 . 0L g g F
5 5If grad ¨ ) 0, we obtain0
a y C Cy2 y C C 2 1 q Cy2 .0 L f F L g g F
5 5F u ,1, `y1 y2 2C C q 1 q C C C .L F F La g
 .which contradicts 4.2 .
 .  .  .Case iii . From 4.5 and 4.6 we derive
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2C ¨ F u C q C C q C q C C ¨ . 5 .1 1, ` 1w L La g L f L g g
5 5If ¨ ) 0, we obtain1
C y C y C C 2w L f L g g
5 5F u ,1, `2C q C CL La g
 .which contradicts 4.3 .
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